We consider the estimation of a large number of GARCH models, of the order of several hundreds. To achieve parsimony, we classify the series in a small number of groups. Within a cluster, the series share the same model and the same parameters. Each cluster contains therefore similar series. We do not know a priori which series belongs to which cluster.
Introduction
An important question still standing in modelling the volatility of asset returns is how to deal with a large number of series, for example all the stocks of the SP500 (let us say that in general we consider J of them). It is well known that financial return series are dynamically interrelated and that this has to be taken into account for example in the construction of optimal portfolios.
Multivariate GARCH models (MGARCH) are potentially useful in this respect; see Bauwens, Laurent, and Rombouts (2003) for a survey. MGARCH models define the conditional variance matrix as a function of the past data. However, the number of parameters to estimate in a multivariate GARCH model rises fastly with J, rendering them useless for modelling more than a handful of series. For example, the BEKK model of Engle and Kroner (1995) , in its simplest form with one lag, would have 625,250 parameters in the SP500 example. By using a technique called 'variance targeting' by Engle and Mezrich (1996) , this number is reduced to 500,000, which is still unmanageable.
Recently, dynamic conditional correlation (DCC) models were proposed by Engle (2002) and by Tse and Tsui (2002) . These models generalize the constant conditional correlation model (CCC) of Bollerslev (1990) . They require much less parameters than the BEKK model (1,502 in the SP500 example if one uses GARCH(1,1) models for the conditional variances and 'correlation targeting').
An essential feature of the DCC (and CCC) models is that one specifies separately the conditional variances and the conditional correlations. This feature enables a two-step consistent estimation procedure where one first estimates the parameters of the conditional variances, without taking account of the correlation parameters. This boils down to estimating univariate GARCH models separately if there are no lagged shocks or volatility spillovers. In the second step, one estimates the parameters of the conditional correlations given the parameters estimated in the first step.
In this paper, we focus on the estimation of a large number of univariate GARCH models, because this allows us firstly to present our new methodology in a simple case, and secondly because univariate GARCH models are the cornerstone of MGARCH models of the DCC type.
Although the estimation of a large number of univariate GARCH models does not raise technical difficulties, it raises at least the issue of reporting a large number of estimates. Our main idea is that estimating a large number of univariate (or even low-dimensional multivariate) GARCH models can be circumvented by postulating the existence of a finite number of groups, say G of them, such that the members or the data series of each group have the same parameter vector determining the conditional variance specification. The overall problem to be solved is twofold: the inference on the number of groups, and given this number the inference on the parameters of the different groups.
We address this problem by treating the data as a draw of a finite mixture of distributions,
where η 1 + . . . + η G = 1 and y j is the j-th time series of returns, possibly a vector (see Section 2 for details of notations). This implies a difficult likelihood to work with because it contains G J terms:
A mixture problem involves making inferences about the group probabilities and the component distributions given only a sample from the mixture. The closer the component distributions are to each other, the more difficult this is because of problems related to identifiability and computational instability. For more details on finite mixtures, see the contributions of Diebolt and Robert (1994) and Richardson and Green (1997) . See also Chib and Hamilton (2000) for an application to treatment models and Frühwirth-Schnatter (2001) for an application to US quarterly real gross national product data.
Popular in applied finite mixture modelling is the use of a normal mixture
).
In this paper we have minor interest in the location or the scale as such and we focus on the differentiation between the component distributions via different conditional heteroskedasticity structures by the use of GARCH models. We illustrate that in this complicated dynamic structure the use of finite mixtures is very promising. For the sake of exposition we use a normal mixture but extensions, for example the use of the Student t-distribution, are not difficult to cope with.
One can think of finite mixtures in two ways, see for example Richardson and Green (1997) .
Firstly, we can postulate a heterogenous population of G components of sizes proportional to η g (g = 1, . . . , G) , from which the data is drawn. Secondly, we can consider (1) as a parsimonious representation of a non-standard density. Take again the example of the SP500. Even if we believe that the 500 stocks are all different (i.e. no two stocks are driven by the same volatility process), it may be convenient to imagine that there are for example three groups of stocks, those with low persistence in the variance, those with high persistence, and stocks with in-between persistence.
An additional matter of particular importance in this respect is classification, i.e. the allocation of each series to one of the groups.
The paradigm of inference in this paper is Bayesian for several reasons. A first reason is that in the approach of finite mixtures, Bayesian inference allows to treat classification in a straightforward manner. This happens through the data augmentation technique, whereby group indicators are created and treated as parameters that facilitate the numerical integration of the posterior density.
Simulated values of these parameters provide posterior densities of these indicators. A second reason is that mixture models are inherently difficult to estimate, due to identification difficulties.
The Bayesian approach helps to identify the model by inputting adequate prior information. A third reason is the need to infer the number of groups. This is conveniently done by computing posterior probabilities on the range of values deemed a priori plausible. For each number, the marginal likelihood must be computed, after which posterior probabilities are easily obtained. A fourth reason is inherent to Bayesian inference: information coming from financial specialists can be incorporated into statistical models. On the one hand, financial decisions that are somehow based on an estimated parameter vector can be made more precise because of the accumulation of the prior and data information. On the other hand, these financial decisions are again made by financial specialists who duly appreciate that their knowledge is incorporated in the model.
For example a financial specialist may have information on the persistence in volatility for a stock that he trades all the time.
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we specify the model and the prior distribution.
Since the corresponding posterior distribution is too complicated to conduct Bayesian inference analytically, we explain in Section 3 how we solve this problem by using the Gibbs sampler. Under regularity conditions, the draws from this Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler can be regarded as draws from the posterior distribution. In Section 4 we address the choice of G, the number of groups. In Section 5, we show simulated examples to illustrate the feasibility and the reliability of the procedure and in Section 6 we apply it to a set of 131 return series of the SP500 index. New paths to explore and conclusions are mentioned in Section 7.
Model and prior specification
We have a collection of J vectors of N elements of (financial) time series of length T j
We denote y t = (y The model is then defined as a multivariate GARCH model with conditional variance matrix
Definition 2
where
is defined by some MGARCH specification, and where
Therefore, the model includes G parameter vectors θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . , θ G which we collect in the vector θ for notational convenience. When we know the values that the group indicators take, the inference on θ becomes straightforward. One can for example estimate θ by maximum likelihood given that j t has a specified distribution.
The choice of G is discussed in Section 4. How to decide which pair belongs to which group, given G, follows the same idea as in Frühwirth-Schnatter (2001) : if we assume that a priori nothing can be said about group membership, then the prior probability that the j-th series belongs to group g is assumed to be equal to the proportion of vectors in group g:
The parameter η = (η 1 , . . . , η G−1 ) has to be estimated and η G is determined as
For notational purposes we define ζ = (θ, η). Furthermore, because the S j 's are not observed they will have to be estimated also. We define S J = (S 1 , . . . , S J ) and ψ = (S J , ζ).
Assumption 1 The prior density is factorized as
denoting x g = (s j = g) and
We draw attention to several important issues. Firstly, the prior density on ζ is factorized into the products of the priors on θ and η which means that the group probabilities do not affect the parameter vectors of the G groups and vice versa. Secondly, when the group probabilities (η) are known then the prior density on S J can be factorized into the product of the prior densities on each S j . Since each of the J vectors can only belong to one group at the same time we can write this in (8) as a product over G factors. This is explained in more detail in Appendix 1. Thirdly, the prior density on θ is also factorized into a product of densities on the θ g 's. That is, we assume a priori independence between the θ g 's.
The fact that the high dimensional prior density on ψ is factorized by assuming several independence properties alleviates the problem of evaluating the posterior density. The precise choice of each density is described in Section 3. Next we define the likelihood function. 
It is possible to relax the normality assumption, for example to allow for a higher kurtosis of the data, and take another family of component distributions. This implies the inclusion of an extra vector ν g containing other parameters of f . One can think as if θ Sj contains ν g such that we do not loose any generality.
A crucial fact is that we do not know which pair belongs to which group. This is why we consider the S j 's as latent parameters in the model. See Tanner and Wong (1987) for more details. Notice however that the two polar case of overall pooling (G = 1) and no pooling (G = J) make the S j 's redundant. In the former case there is only one model parameter vector that is the same for every data vector y j while in the latter case of no pooling the model parameter is data vector specific which implies that the likelihood is just the product of the J individual likelihoods.
We summarize this section by writing the posterior density.
Posterior density: If we denote bt y all the available data then the posterior density is written
The sequence {S j } J j=1 is equivalent to a multinomial process (see Appendix 1), so we have to sample from a discrete distribution where the G probabilities are based on
so that
To sample S j we draw one observation from a uniform distribution on (0, 1) and decide which group g to take.
Notice that we just defined the posterior probability distribution of S j and how to sample from it. We have to repeat this for all the S j , which means J times. Furthermore the probabilities are calculated conditional on ζ and therefore we have to calculate the probability distribution each time in the loop of the Gibbs sampler.
Sampling η from ϕ(η|S
To sample η notice first that the relevant part of (12) is
Indeed, knowing y and which vectors belong to each of the G groups implies that the likelihood is constant with respect to η. The prior on η is chosen to be a Dirichlet distribution, Using the prior assumption (9) we can write
and
e. the collection of data series that belong to group g. Therefore, to sample θ one can simulate the θ g independently. The latter can be done using the griddy-Gibbs sampler, see for example Bauwens, Lubrano, and Richard (1999, chap. 3) . Notice
A simple approach is to take uniform priors on θ g . Therefore the only user specified prior parameters in this model are the bounds of the uniform distributions and a 0 of the Dirichlet distribution. However, more informative prior densities can be easily incorporated and do not complicate the Gibbs sampling algorithm.
Notice that for the griddy-Gibbs sampler, like every MCMC sampler, a burn-in phase is necessary in order to sample from the stationary distribution. More precisely, for every draw of ψ and thus of θ we apply the griddy-Gibbs sampler for every θ g . Therefore, there is a need for G burn-in phases which has large computing time consequences. After some experiments of sampling from different settings we came to the conclusion that a burn-in phase for the overall Gibbs sampler suffices. This makes sense because the next draw of ψ is conditional on the last one implying that every time we draw θ we do not use some fixed starting value. Hence, the fact that the griddy-Gibbs sampler for every θ g is a sub-chain of the overall Gibbs sampler in our model helps to reduce the overall computing time.
Multimodality and identification issues
the posterior ϕ(ψ|y) has this property also. As a result, the posterior may have G! different modes.
Because S J , θ and η depend on this labeling we may expect that the sampling results are difficult to use for the calculation of posterior moments. Notice that for a commom, i.e. invariant to relabeling, parameter vector, inference can be done without any problem.
To solve the multimodality problem, identifiability constraints have to be imposed. Robert and Mengersen (1999) apply succesfully reparameterisations and multistep algorithms to G-component normal mixtures. Frühwirth-Schnatter (2001) explores first the unconstrained posterior distribution using the random permutation sampler. The aim of this sampler is to explore all the possible modes of the posterior distribution. Based on the resulting draws she is able to graphically find identification restrictions on some parameters. One can then run a permutation sampler taking into account these restrictions. We propose an easy identifiability constraint that uses the fact that we work with GARCH models. By selecting rather non-overlapping supports for the parameters, we are able circumvent the multimodality problem, see Section 5 for more details.
Another identification problem is due to the possibility of empty groups. In Section 3.3 on the sampling of θ we mentioned that if group g is empty then ϕ(θ g |ỹ g ) = ϕ(θ g ). Therefore an improper prior is not allowed for θ g . However, as we will see later in Section 5 that presents some illustrative examples, we can still be rather non-informative by taking proper uniform priors.
4 Choosing G
Inference or model choice
G, the number of component distributions in the mixture, is of particular importance. There are two modelling approaches to take care of G. First, one can treat G as an extra parameter in the model as is done in Richardson and Green (1997) who make use of the reversible jump MCMC methods. In this way, the prior information on the number of components can be taken explicitly into account by specifying for example a Poisson distribution on G in such a way that it favours a small number of components. A second approach is to treat the choice of G as a problem of model selection. By so-doing one separates the issue of the choice of G from estimation with G fixed (Section 3 deals with estimation with G fixed). For example, one can take G = 2 and G = 3
and do the estimation separately for the two models. Then Bayesian model comparison techniques can be applied, for instance by the calculation of the Bayes factor, see Cowles and Carlin (1996) and Chib (1995) for more details. We choose the second approach. To implement it, we have to compute the marginal likelihood of the data for each G that we want to consider. Once this is done, posterior probabilities for every value of G are easily computed, and one may opt for the value of G with the highest probability. In this framework, the model parameter is ζ = (θ, η), not ψ which includes also S J because of the data augmentation.
Definition 3 The marginal likelihood is defined as the integral of the likelihood with respect to the prior density
Since this is the normalizing constant in Bayes' theorem we can also write
Notice that (20) is an identity that holds for every ζ. For a given value ζ * , the estimate, in logarithms, is
We have to evaluate the likelihood in (2) only once and the evaluation of the prior is straightforward. How to estimate the posterior at ζ * is explained below.
Calculation ofφ(ζ * |y)
We start by the fact that the posterior density can be expressed as
with and ϕ(θ|y, S J ) so that the estimate for (24) iŝ
Remark that {S (25) because the former draws are sampled from a distribution with η fixed to η * . In Chib (1995) it is necessary that all the conditional densities used in the Gibbs sampler have closed form expressions. In our model, there is no closed form expression for the density ϕ(θ|y, S J ) which is the reason why we use the griddy-Gibbs sampler in this paper. As a consequence, if we want to use (26) we are back at the initial problem of the calculation of the integrating constant of ϕ(θ|y, S J ) for each draw . However, this problem can be solved more easily than before by noticing that ϕ(θ|y,
This decomposition implies that we have to calculate the marginal likelihood
for each lower dimensional model. For the example of univariate GARCH models in Section 5, the marginal likelihood in (27) is the solution of a two-dimensional integral. This opens the door for other techniques, like deterministic integration or a Laplace approximation. These two alternative methods are explained in Appendix 3. The method we propose has a non-negligable computational cost: for every draw from ϕ(θ|y, S J ) we have to calculate the G marginal likelihoods in order to have a correct estimate in (26), that we can write aŝ
where actuallyỹ g depends on S logarithms is given by
Simulated examples
In this section we illustrate how the Gibbs sampler performs by the use of examples that mimic realistic financial settings.
Three groups for one hundred series

DGP
We consider J = 100 time series of size T j = 1000 drawn from a mixture with G = 3 components:
with η 1 = 0.25 and η 2 = 0.5. Remember that f (y j |θ g ) =
, and we take
For the simulation of the data we fixω j = 1 which implies that the unconditional variance for every generated data series is equal to one. However, the constantω j in the conditional variance is not subject to inference, rather it is fixed at the empirical variance of the data. This technique of forcing the estimated unconditional variance to be equal to the empirical variance is called variance targeting (see Engle and Mezrich, 1996) . The parameter vector for pair j is then
The chosen true values for the α's and β's are given in Table 1 . We clearly cover three different situations with respect to the volatility process. The first process has a high persistence in the variance because α 1 + β 1 = 0.94 is close to 1, the bound for a weakly stationary process. In stock markets, these could be stocks with large market caps. The second process is less persistent, with α 2 + β 2 = 0.72. The third gives relatively less weight to the lagged conditional variance and is slightly less persistent (α 3 + β 3 = 0.60) than the second process.
The number of series belonging to each group is fixed at its expectation (Jη g ). That is, the first 25 series belong to the first group, the next 50 belong to the second and the last 25 to the third group. This order is of course not important but we choose it in this way to simplify the comparison with the posterior classification. For the simulation we can choose G between the two polar cases of overall pooling (G = 1) and no pooling (G = J). This means for our example of 100 series that the number of parameters in θ may vary between 2 and 200. We take G = 3, the real number of components in the mixture which implies that θ contains 6 elements. Therefore the augmented parameter vector ψ contains 100 + 6 + 2 = 108 parameters.
Results for a correct number of groups
We discuss first the case when the model is correctly specified, in particular when the number of groups is equal to three, like in the DGP. As we mentioned in Section 3.4 we have to select a proper prior distribution on θ. Given the assumption on the prior distribution on θ in (9) we only need to specify prior distributions on θ g , g = 1, . . . , 3 which are bivariate distributions in our example. We can still simplify this further by imposing prior independence of the elements in θ g , i.e. taking the prior on θ g as a product of the prior on α g and the prior on β g . In this example we take uniform distributions for the priors. This implies that we only have to select the support of the uniform distributions in order to have a proper prior. These intervals are given in Table 1 . Because of the stationarity condition, α g + β g < 1, it may happen during the Gibbs sampling that the joint support is not a rectangle, created by the respective bounds, anymore.
This induces therefore a prior dependence between α g and β g , i.e. in this case the prior is uniform over a trapezium rather than a rectangle. Notice that other prior distributions on θ g are possible also. One could think of beta distributions for example. For the Dirichlet distribution on η we choose a 0 = (2, 2, 2) to exclude empty groups a priori.
To compute the posterior results, we have drawn 20000 realisations of ψ and we used a burn-in period of 1000 draws. The computing time is about 40 hours on a powerful computer (2.6Ghz
Intel Xeon processor). We first discuss the results on η. Figure 1 displays the posterior marginals that are rather symmetric. The Dirichlet prior on η implies that the prior means are all equal to 1/3. Therefore, the data play an important role in rectifying this prior information. That the elements of η are negatively related because of the restriction 3 g=1 η g = 1 is exemplified in the correlation matrix in Table 1 . The correlation between η 3 and η 1 and η 2 is high because η 3 is centered around 0.5, leaving minor freedom to the other two parameters.
We focus next on θ g . Figure 2 shows the posterior marginals of α g and β g . While α 1 is slightly skewed to the right, the converse is true for β 1 . The reason for this skewness is that the upper bounds for α 1 and β 1 , see Table 1 , are not respecting the stationarity condition α 1 + β 1 < 1. One can easily distinguish three clusters in the way we expect them to appear. There is no overlapping for the α g by choice of the prior intervals. Figure 3 also reveals clearly that β 2 and β 3 are partially overlapping, to see this consider only the β g axis (the horizontal axis). Nevertheless, as we already mentioned before, there is no identification problem because in the α g direction no overlapping occurs. Table 1 Until now we discussed the posterior results on ζ, i.e. the group probabilities and the parameters characterizing the component distributions. However, the fact that we use the data augmentation technique allows us to say something about the classification issue also. More pre- The proportion of correct hits is 0.86.
cisely, we can use the posterior draws on S J to identify, by some classification rule, the members of the three clusters. We propose a straightforward and simple classification rule: the data series belongs to the group to which it belongs most frequently a posteriori. For instance, of the 19000 draws of S J in our example the last data series never belonged to the first group, 16 times to the second and hence 18984 times to the third group. As a consequence, the last data series is said to belong to group three which for this series is a correct classification. We applied this rule to all the 100 series and we summarize the classification results in Table 2 (we do not report the detailed results for the 100 S J because of space limitations). We draw attention to two points. Firstly, when there is a misclassification this occurs only with the neighboring group. For instance the real third group was (wrongly) classified in the second group 3 times but it was never classified in the first group. Secondly, the total number of correct classifications, i.e. the sum of the diagonal elements of the 3 × 3 matrix in Table 2 , amounts to 86 out of 100 which is a satisfactory result. 
Results for incorrect numbers of groups
Next, we consider the case when the number of groups in the estimated model is wrong: we take four cases: one group, two groups, four groups, and one hundred groups. In the first case, all the series are considered as generated from the same GARCH(1,1) model, in the last case, they are considered to be all different, whereas they come from three different groups.
We report in Table 3 (second column) the value of the marginal likelihood for the different values of G. They were computed using formula (30), using the posterior mean as a high density point (using ML estimates, we obtain results that differ only in the decimals). Not surprisingly, the preferred model is the correct one. We can also use asymptotic model choice criteria, more easy to compute, to choose a preferred model. The Bayesian information criterion (BIC), see Schwarz (1978) , selects the correct model, see the last column of the table. The BIC is equal to the maximized log-likelihood value less a penalty term equal to the number of parameters times log(T )/2 (T = 1000 in this example). Notice that the value of the maximized log-likelihood function increases with G since a model with given G embeds a model with smaller G.
In Tables 4, 5 and 6, we report the posterior results for different numbers of groups (comparable to Table 1 , except that we do not report the correlation matrix of the group probabilities). The support of the prior uniform density were adjusted for each case. Obviously, for one group, we take as prior support for the GARCH parameters the union of the intervals for the case of three groups. For two groups we divide the prior support of one group for the α g parameters in two intervals of equal length. In the case of four groups, we adjust the prior used for three groups by splitting the support of the parameters of the middle group in two pieces. The posterior results are not surprising. For one group, the posterior means of the GARCH parameters are roughly in the middle of the corresponding prior interval: the likelihood information forces a global homogeneity that has to be in the middle given the features of the DGP (50 series in the middle group, 25
in each of the other groups). For two groups, the series that belong to the middle group are forced to belong to one of the two outside groups: the posterior expected group probabilities are close to 0.5.. Hence, the posterior means are pulled toward the middle of the corresponding prior intervals. Notice how this increases the posterior correlation between α 1 and β 1 (-0.90) and to a lesser extent between α 2 and β 2 (-0.75), compared to the values for three groups. In the case of four groups, the middle group is split in two sub-groups, as is most clearly seen on the graph of the posterior densities of the GARCH parameters, see Figure 4 . Notice how this artificially pulls toward zero the posterior correlations between α 2 and β 2 (-0.11), and between α 3 and β 3 (-0.04).
The posterior results for the two outside groups are very much like in the case of three groups.
Finally, for 100 groups, we do not report the posterior results, but we show in Figure 5 the posterior densities of the 100 α and β GARCH parameters. We bet that for someone who does not know the DGP, it would not be clear that the DGP has three groups. 
Many groups for one hundred series
In the next example we change the setting: the 100 data series are now drawn from a mixture with 25 components given by
The idea is to mimic a case where all the series are practically different, but not to a large extent.
Hence it may be of interest, if only for practical reasons, to use a model with a small number of parameters, and we fix the number of groups to 3 for the inference. The choice of the prior is of particular importance in this setting because it determines which heterogeneous data series cluster together. The prior bounds on θ g are given in Table 7 . One can deduce from (35)-(36) that out of the 100 series, 32 series fall into the first group, 36 in the second and 32 in the third group.
Therefore, this should be reflected in the posterior results on η, which is indeed the case as can be seen from the posterior results reported in Table 7 .
We concentrate next on θ. Given that we did the inference as if there were only 3 components in the mixture, but in reality there are 25 of them, which posterior means should we expect? As we can see in (35) and (36) α g and β g are defined by using a fixed increment within a support.
Given the prior bounds on θ g , this implies that the posterior mean should not be too far away from the prior mean. Said differently, we expect that the posterior marginal densities are centrally located in the prior supports (see Figure 6 ). Posterior moments are reported in Table 7 . Hence, we expect also quite some heterogeneity in the estimates of GARCH(1,1) models for each series, which are also presented in Table 11 . The overall reason for this data heterogeneity may be that individual stocks react differently to general news and specific company announcements. To select the number of groups, we allow a priori G to take the values, 1, 2, 3, and 131. Table   9 reports the corresponding values of the marginal log-likelihood. We come to the conclusion that the appropriate number of groups is three. We therefore report the results for three groups, based on 20000 draws from the MCMC sampler described in Section 3, out of which we dropped the first 1000. We do not report the values of the maximized log-likelihood because we were unable to obtain the convergence of the algorithm for ML estimation for G = 2 and G = 3.
The posterior means of η and θ can be found in Table 10 . The posterior marginals of η are given in Figure 7 , and those of the GARCH parameters α g and β g are in Figure 8 .
The densities of η 1 and η 2 are quite similar and centered around 0.45. This forces the density of η 3 to be more concentrated on 0.12. The negative correlation between η 1 and η 2 is relatively high while the correlations between η 1 and η 3 , and η 2 and η 3 are less pronounced.
The prior intervals on α g and β g were chosen after some initial experiments to avoid too much zero mass in the densities (otherwise the numerical integrals in the griddy Gibbs sampler are wasting a lot of points). The posterior means of β g are markedly different from each other.
Compared to β 1 and β 2 the posterior standard deviation of β 3 is rather large. With respect to α g we can see that α 2 and α 3 are close to each other. This does not imply that we should merge groups two and three. For example the persistence α g + β g , 0.96 and 0.79 respectively, is clearly different between these groups. The high persistence for the first group, i.e. 0.99 , is forcing the correlation between α 1 and β 1 to be close to minus one. This is much less the case for group three. We investigate the whole shape of the posterior marginal densities of α g and β g . The range of the density of α 3 covers that of the density of α 2 but the standard deviation of the former is almost twice as high. One might think that this causes identification problems. This is unlikely to be true because the posterior marginal densities of β g are clearly separated. Notice the difference between α 3 and β 3 , and the other groups. The densities for this group are still unimodal and we consequently do not find it necessary to split it up and to add a fourth group.
Finally, we can use the same simple classification rule as in Section 5 that a data series belongs to the group to which it belongs most frequently a posteriori. After applying this rule using the realisations of the group indicator S J simulated by the algorithm, we find that 56 series belong to the first group, 60 series to the second and 15 series to the third group. In the last but one column of Table 8 , one finds the posterior probability that each series belongs to its group, indicated in the last column. A large majority of the series, actually 93 (i.e. 71 percent), have a probability larger than 0.9 to belong to their group, while only 8 series (6 percent) have a probability less than 0.6 to belong to their group. According to this rule, the allocation of the series to the groups is rather clear, but it should be kept in mind that the model does not imply a sure classification, since each series has a non-zero probability to belong to each group.
The question may be asked if there is an economic or financial interpretation of the groups (e.g. in terms of sectors). Searching for an interpretation of this kind would require to analyze the classification in relation to observable characteristics of the firms (which we have not collected).
We do not believe that this would be a fruitful exercise, since the model is not designed for this purpose. A possible extension of our model would be to parameterize the group probabilities as functions of observable variables, but this is beyond the scope of this paper.
The interpretation of the groups, according to the classification rule we have proposed, can only be done in terms of the GARCH parameters. Group 1 corresponds to highly persistent conditional variances (α 1 + β 1 estimated at 0.99), and group 3 to less persistent processes (α 3 + β 3 estimated at 0.79). In terms of persistence, group 2 is closer to group 1 than to group 3, with α 2 + β 2 estimated at 0.96. The difference between groups 1 and 2 lies in the relative importance of the impact of the lagged shock (0.05 in group 1, 0.09 in group 2) and of the autoregressive parameter of the conditional variance (0.94 in group 1, 0.87 in group 2).
Conclusion
We have addressed the problem of estimating a large number of GARCH models. The approach consists in pooling similar series in a cluster and using a small number of clusters. The model specifies the distribution of each series as a mixture of a small number of GARCH models. We have illustrated that inference is feasible using the Bayesian approach using data augmentation and the Gibbs sampler. The Gibbs sampler has two levels: at the first level, we have three blocks (corresponding to group indicators, group probabilities, and parameters of the GARCH components), and at the second level, for the GARCH parameters, we have to use the griddyGibbs sampler within each group. We have illustrated with simulated and real data that the approach is feasible and delivers sensible results.
Several extensions and applications are on our agenda. Firstly, more flexible specifications of the component distributions could be considered. We use normal densities for ease of illustration.
Student t and skew-t densities could, and probably, should be used. Even a non-parametric specification can be considered. Secondly, the same method can be used to cluster a large number of small multivariate GARCH models. One application of this approach would be to adapt the study of Kearney and Patton (2000) . The practical limit is the length of computations given that the numerical burden of the second level Gibbs sampler (griddy-Gibbs) is proportional to the number of parameters of each GARCH component. As an alternative approach, one can try and replace the second level Gibbs sampler by a Metropolis step. Thirdly, in principle, our algorithm can be used to split a single long (univariate or multivariate) series in different groups corresponding to different regimes: the latent variables would indicate to which regime each observation belongs.
Fourthly, the clustering idea can also be used to identify clusters of pairs of series with similar correlation dynamics. Fifthly, our medium term more ambitious objective is to construct and estimate a multivariate GARCH model for a large number of series. One idea is to find the members of the clusters by the approach of this paper. Given the clusters, we can then specify correlation (or covariance) models within each cluster. The last task would be to correlate the clusters by a higher level link. Column 2 indicates the names of the firms in our sample.
Columns 3 to 8 report usual descriptive statistics of the returns (mean, standard deviation, minimum, maximum, skewness coefficient, kurtosis coefficient).
Columnsα andβ report the QML estimates of the GARCH(1,1) parameters of h t = (1 − α − β)ω + αy 2 t−1 + βh t−1 for each series, whenω is fixed at the unconditional variance of the data.
Columnp j gives the probability that series j belongs to the group indicated in the last column for the model with three groups. The probability is estimated by the relative frequency of generated S j (in the Gibbs sample) equal to the value indicated in the last column. 
4. When G = 2 then the Dirichlet distribution is a beta distribution. Let us give the classic coin tossing example. The likelihood for J coin tosses (Bernouilli trials) with k heads is
from which we compute directly that the maximum likehood estimator isθ = k/J. We put a prior distribution over the parameter θ and are interested in
and C(α 1 , α 2 ) = Γ(α 1 + α 2 ) Γ(α 1 ) + Γ(α 2 ) .
We can reparametrize the α's as follows
so that (47) becomes 
Deriving with respect to θ and solving yields the posterior mode θ * = k+p S J+S .
Notice that p(θ|k) is a beta distribution with parameters k +p S +1 and (J −k)+(1−p)S +1.
Its mean is
This is not equal to the posterior mode.
So, when G = 2, we have to sample from a beta distribution which is done by sampling independently y 1 ∼ G(k + p S + 1, 1), y 2 ∼ G((J − k) + (1 − p)S + 1, 1) where G means the gamma distribution and taking y 1 y 1 +y 2 as the beta variate.
Posterior distribution
Let
X|θ ∼ M (n, θ) (54)
then
a * = a + x. This may indeed be seen using Bayes theorem:
Sampling from a Dirichlet distribution
Suppose that X 1 , . . . , X G are independent random variables having each a gamma distribution G(a g , 1), g = 1, . . . , G and let
Then (θ 1 , . . . , θ G ) ∼ Di(a 1 , . . . , a G ). Other results about the Dirichlet distribution can be found in Wilks (1962) .
Appendix 3: Marginal likelihood
This appendix focuses on the calculation of the marginal likelihood m(ỹ g ).
Deterministic integration
We only discuss the Simpson rule but notice that many other deterministic integration methods may be used, see Bauwens, Lubrano, and Richard (1999, chap. 3) . The interest lies in the integral
With 2n 
The Simpson rule can be generalized for higher dimensions. For instance, in two dimensions we
In words, we integrate the function with respect to ξ for all the possible values of θ, implying many (2n + 1) one-dimensional integrals. The integral of the resulting one-dimensional function of θ yields the answer.
Laplace approximation
Let us define exp(h(θ g )) = f (ỹ g |θ g ) ϕ(θ g ) and θ = θ g for notational convenience. The Laplace approximation is based on a second order Taylor expansion of h(θ) aroundθ = arg max ln f (ỹ g |θ)
Therefore the marginal likelihood can be computed as Bivariate beta 20 (3 3) 3.8004e+095 3.79763e+095 1.0007
